In this paper, piecewise linear upper and lower bounds for univariate convex functions are derived that are only based on function value information. These upper and lower bounds can be used to approximate univariate convex functions. Furthermore, new Sandwich algorithms are proposed, that iteratively add new input data points in a systematic way, until a desired accuracy of the approximation is obtained. We show that our new algorithms that use only function-value evaluations converge quadratically under certain conditions on the derivatives. Under other conditions, linear convergence can be shown. Some numerical examples, including a Strategic investment model, that illustrate the usefulness of the algorithm, are given.
Introduction
In the field of discrete approximation, we are interested in approximating a function, given a certain discrete dataset. This is the case in black-box optimization, where we are interested in optimizing a black-box function that is time-consuming to evaluate, and of which no derivative information is available. This function could e.g. be represented by a deterministic computer simulation. Instead of using the black-box function directly, an approximation of this black-box function is used for optimization. These approximations are also called meta-models, compact models, surrogates, response surface models, emulators, or regression models.
We sometimes know beforehand that the function that is to be approximated has some characteristics. It could be known e.g. that it is a nonnegative, increasing or convex function.
However, the approximation does not necessarily inherit these characteristics. In e.g., nonnegativity preserving (trigonometric) polynomials and rational functions are studied. In that paper, also monotonicity preserving polynomials are studied. In Burkard et al. (1991) , Fruhwirth et al. (1989) , Rote (1992) and Yang and Goh (1997) so-called Sandwich algorithms are proposed for univariate approximation of convex functions. In these algorithms upper and lower bounds of the convex function are constructed. The methods in Burkard et al. (1991) , Fruhwirth et al. (1989) , and Rote (1992) make use of derivative information, which is not always available, especially in case of black-box functions. In Yang and Goh (1997) a derivative free optimization problem has to be solved in case there is no derivative information. This costs many function value evaluations, which may be time-consuming. In Section 3 we treat these Sandwich algorithms in more detail.
In this paper we present a methodology to find approximations of univariate convex functions via upper and lower bounds. An important difference with the methods studied in Burkard et al. (1991) , Fruhwirth et al. (1989) , and Rote (1992) is that our methodology uses only function value evaluations. Based on convexity, we construct upper and lower bounds of a convex univariate function y : R → R, that is only known in a finite set of points x 1 , . . . , x n ∈ U ⊆ R with values y(x 1 ), . . . , y(x n ) ∈ R, and for which no derivative information is known. In Den Boef and Den Hertog (2007) , these kind of bounds are used for efficient line searching of convex functions. We show that if derivative information is available, tighter lower bounds can be obtained than if this information is not available. In our paper , it is shown that under certain conditions, these upper and lower bounds can be improved by using suitable transformations. Furthermore, we present iterative strategies, that determine in each iteration which new input data point is best to be evaluated next, until a desired accuracy is met. Different criteria can be used to select this new input data point. The iterative strategies that we use belong to the class of so-called Sandwich algorithms described in Burkard et al. (1991) , Fruhwirth et al. (1989) , and Rote (1992) . However, these Sandwich algorithms are based on derivative information. Therefore, in Section 3, we introduce a version of the Sandwich algorithm that can be used when only function value information is available. Moreover, we introduce two other iterative strategies, based on function value information only. For these two strategies, we do not give convergence proofs. In Section 4 we give convergence proofs for our new Sandwich algorithms. Under certain conditions on the derivatives of y(x), we can show quadratic convergence for different variants of our Sandwich algorithms. Under other conditions, linear convergence can be shown for our Sandwich algorithms. With some numerical examples, we compare different variants of our new iterative strategies, and show that our methods give better results than choosing the input data equidistantly. Also, we apply these methods to approximate the convex optimal value function of a Strategic investment model. Application of these methods in Intensity Modulated Radiation Therapy (IMRT) can be found in our paper Hoffmann et al. (2006) . The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we show how we can obtain upper and lower bounds to approximate univariate convex functions and show that if derivative information is available, we can obtain even tighter bounds. In Section 3, we discuss iterative strategies for determining new data points to be evaluated. In Section 4 we consider convergence results. In Section 5, we study numerical examples. Finally, in Section 6 we give our conclusions and discuss possible directions for further research.
2 Approximating convex functions 2.1 Bounds based on function value evaluations Suppose that n input data points x 1 , . . . , x n ∈ [x 1 , x n ] ⊆ R, are given, together with n corresponding output data points y(x 1 ), . . . , y(x n ) ∈ R. It is well-known that the straight line through the points (x i , y(x i )) and (x i+1 , y(x i+1 )), for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, is an upper bound of the curve y(x), for x ∈ [x i , x i+1 ]; see Figure 1 . Furthermore, it is known that the straight lines through the points (x i−1 , y(x i−1 )) and (x i , y(x i )), for 2 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, and (x i+1 , y(x i+1 )) and (x i+2 , y(x i+2 )), for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 2, are lower bounds of the curve y(x), for x ∈ [x i , x i+1 ]; see again Figure 1. For the sake of completeness we give a proof. Theorem 1. Let n input/output data points (x 1 , y(x 1 )), . . . , (x n , y(x n )), with x 1 < x 2 < · · · < x n be given, and let y(x) be convex. Suppose furthermore that
and
(3)
Proof. We first show (1). Since x i ≤ x ≤ x i+1 , there exists a 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 such that
Due to convexity we have y(x) ≤ λy(x i ) + (1 − λ)y(x i+1 ). From (4), we may conclude that
which shows (1). Next, we show inequality (2). First we consider the case that
Then there exists a 0 < λ < 1 such that
Due to convexity we have y(
From (5), we may conclude that λ = x−x i x−x i−1 . Substituting into (6) gives
which is the second inequality. In case x i−1 < x i = x, (2) holds trivially. Inequality (3) follows in a similar way as inequality (2).
Bounds based on derivatives
In addition to the bounds described in Section 2.1, we can also use derivative information (if present) to obtain lower bounds. Suppose that y(x) is differentiable and that not only the n data points (x 1 , y(x 1 )), . . . , (x n , y(x n )) are given, but also the derivative information (x 1 , y ′ (x 1 )), . . . , (x n , y ′ (x n )). Then we have
This lower bound is schematically shown in Figure 2 . In the following theorem we show that these lower bounds are tighter than the lower bounds derived in the previous subsection, which do not use derivative information.
x i x i+1 y Figure 2 : Upper and lower bounds for a convex function on the interval [x i , x i+1 ], using derivative information.
Theorem 2. Let n input/output data points (x 1 , y(x 1 )), . . . , (x n , y(x n )), with x 1 < x 2 < · · · < x n be given, and let y(x) be differentiable and convex. Suppose furthermore that
Proof. Let us denote the lefthand side of (8) by ℓ 1 (x) and its righthand side by ℓ 2 (x). Then we
. Now, by the mean value theorem we know that
Since both ℓ 1 (x) and ℓ 2 (x) are straight lines through (x i , y(x i )), and ℓ ′ 2 (x) ≤ ℓ ′ 1 (x), we have ℓ 1 (x) ≥ ℓ 2 (x), for all x ≥ x i , which shows (8). Inequality (9) follows in a similar way.
Iterative strategies
In this section, we deal with iterative strategies to approximate univariate convex functions.
These methods select a new input data point to evaluate in every iteration, until a desired accuracy is met. In Section 3.1 we consider so-called Sandwich algorithms that are already known from literature. These Sandwich algorithms can be used in combination with the lower bound based on derivative information (7). In Section 3.2, we introduce a version of the Sandwich algorithm that can be used in combination with the lower bounds based on only function value evaluations, (2) and (3). Furthermore, we propose two other iterative strategies to add new input data points.
Sandwich algorithm with derivative information
In this section we consider Sandwich algorithms based on derivative information to construct approximations that satisfy a prescribed accuracy δ. There is a vast literature on these Sandwich algorithms; see Burkard et al. (1991 ), Fruhwirth et al. (1989 , Rote (1992) , and Yang and Goh (1997) . In these Sandwich algorithms, upper and lower bounds are generated in an iterative way. We start with evaluating the function that is to be approximated, at a 'small' number of input data points x 1 , . . . , x n ∈ [x 1 , x n ] ⊆ R, i.e., we calculate y(x 1 ), . . . , y(x n ) ∈ R, and the derivative values y ′ (x 1 ), . . . , y ′ (x n ) ∈ R. Then, we calculate the associated upper and lower bounds (1) and (7). The input data points x 1 , . . . , x n , with x 1 < · · · < x n define a set of
Let δ j denote the error for interval j, and let J ⊆ I denote the set of intervals for which the error δ j > δ. We can use different kinds of error measures, which we mention below. Next, we partition an arbitrary interval in the set J according to some of the partition rules, which we mention below, and calculate the output value y and its derivative y ′ at the input value x 0 , where the interval is partitioned, i.e., we calculate y(x 0 ) and y ′ (x 0 ). Then, we determine the new upper and lower bounds. Whenever the error of any of the two subintervals is greater than δ, we add this interval to the set J. We repeat this procedure until all intervals in J have an error smaller than δ, i.e., until J = ∅. This procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Sandwich algorithm with derivative information INPUT:
An initial set of intervals J, for which δ j > δ, for all j ∈ J.
Calculate y(c) and y ′ (c). Calculate the new upper and lower bounds.
Different error measures and different partition rules have been proposed in literature. The error measures as mentioned in Rote (1992) are:
2. Uncertainty area enclosed by bounds on interval (1-norm):
An advantage of the last two error measures is that it does not discriminate between the two coordinate directions.
The partition rules as mentioned in Rote (1992) are:
1. Interval bisection: Interval is partitioned into two equal parts.
Maximum error :
Interval is partitioned at the point where the maximum error is attained.
3. Slope bisection: Find the supporting line whose slope is the mean value of the slopes of the tangent lines at the endpoints. Partition the interval at the point where this line is tangent to the graph of the function.
Chord rule:
Find the supporting tangent line whose slope is equal to the slope of the line connecting the two endpoints. Partition the interval at the point where this line is tangent to the graph of the function.
Iterative strategies with only function value information
We cannot use the Sandwich algorithms as described in Section 3.1 in combination with the lower bounds based on only function value evaluations (2) and (3), since we do not have derivative information. If we use the lower bounds from (2) and (3), adding a new point reduces the error not only in the interval where the point is added, but most possibly also in the neighbouring intervals. This is not the case when we use lower bounds based on derivative information.
Therefore, in this section we adjust Algorithm 1, such that it can be applied in combination with the lower bounds based on only function value evaluations (2) and (3). The adjusted procedure is summarized in Algorithm 2. An important difference is that in the Algorithm 2, we have to update the set J in a different way. We have to check whether the neighbouring intervals still belong to J. Furthermore, another difference is that we select the new input data point in the interval, in which the error measure is largest, instead of selecting an arbitrary interval. This may cause the error to decrease faster. Note that for the Sandwich algorithm in Section 3.1, by selecting the interval where the error is the largest, the accuracy δ is not reached earlier than if we select an arbitrary interval in J. Note that we can use all three error measures as mentioned in Section 3.1. However, we cannot use the same partition rules as in Section 3.1. Since we have no derivative information, we cannot use the Slope bisection rule and the Chord rule. Also, we cannot use the Maximum error partition rule, because in the leftmost interval the Maximum error is attained at a point that is already simulated. Therefore, we can only use the Interval bisection partition rule.
Algorithm 2 Sandwich algorithm with only function value information INPUT: An initial set of intervals J, for which δ j > δ, for all j ∈ J.
Calculate y(c). Calculate the new upper and lower bounds.
Check if the errors of neighbouring intervals are still larger than δ, and if not, remove them from the set J. ENDWHILE Finally, we introduce two other iterative strategies. These two iterative strategies add a new input data point such that the Uncertainty area after adding that input data point is minimized until the Uncertainty area is below a certain level δ. However, we do not know the Uncertainty area after adding a new data point, since we do not know the output value y of that input data point. We solve this problem as follows. Suppose we have the input/output data points (x 1 , y(x 1 )), . . . , (x n , y(x n )), with the corresponding upper and lower bounds; see Figure 3 . Then, if we evaluate the (n + 1)-th point (x 0 , y 0 ), the Uncertainty area after adding this point to our data, reduces. Therefore, a first approach is that we calculate the average Uncertainty area over all possible values of y 0 . A second approach is that we calculate the worst-case (i.e. the maximum) Uncertainty area of all possible values of y 0 . Thus, we can evaluate the next data point x 0 , according to the following rules:
• Average area rule: We take the value of x 0 , where the average Uncertainty area after addition is minimal.
• Worst-case area rule: We take the value of x 0 , where the maximal Uncertainty area after addition is minimal.
Let us now describe this more mathematically. Let us denote the upper bound after adding the point (x 0 , y 0 ) as u(x; (x 0 , y 0 )), and the lower bound as l(x; (x 0 , y 0 )). Then the area between the upper bound and the lower bound is given by:
where X = [x 1 , x n ] is the total interval. We are now interested in finding the value of x 0 ∈ X, for which A(x 0 , y 0 ) is minimal. In general we do not know the value of y 0 . Therefore, in the first approach we take the average value over all possible values y 0 as measure, and we select value x 0 that solves min
where Y (x 0 ) = {y ∈ R|l(x 0 ) ≤ y ≤ u(x 0 )}, and u(x 0 ) and l(x 0 ) are the bounds, based on the original data, before adding a new point. We repeat this until the total area is below a desired accuracy level δ.
In the second approach we take the value of y 0 that yields the maximal area, which is the worst case, as measure, i.e., we select the value of x 0 that solves min
Again, we repeat this until the total Uncertainty area is below an accuracy level δ.
Since it is rather much work to calculate the integrals explicitly, we calculate them numerically. The integral in (10) can be calculated exactly by using the fact that this integral is the total area of the triangles in Figure 3 . Since the coordinates of the corners of all the triangles can be calculated easily from the expressions of the upper and lower bounds as given in Theorem 1, we can calculate the area of the triangles by using that the area of a triangle A t with corner points (a 1 , b 1 ), (a 2 , b 2 ), and (a 3 , b 3 ), is given by
Moreover, instead of calculating the integral over Y (x 0 ), we approximate this integral by taking the average over a finite number of pointsN , i.e. we calculate min
whereȳ i 0 are spread equidistantly over Y (x 0 ), andN is large enough. In Section 4, we present convergence results for the (Sandwich) Algorithm 2, and in Section 5 we show some numerical examples to illustrate and compare the different iterative strategies.
Convergence
In this section, we consider the convergence of Algorithm 1 and present new convergence results of Algorithm 2.
Sandwich algorithms
Concerning convergence proofs for Sandwich algorithms, Fruhwirth et al. (1989) proved that (Sandwich) Algorithm 1 in the case of Hausdorff distance, is of order O(1/n 2 ), where n denotes the number of evaluation points. Burkard et al. (1991) obtained the same order for the Maximum error (∞-norm). All these convergence results require that the right derivative in the left endpoint, and the left derivative in the right endpoint of the interval are finite. Guérin et al. (2006) derived an optimal adaptive Sandwich algorithm for which they proved O(1/n 2 ) convergence, without assuming bounded right and left derivatives at the left and right endpoint, respectively.
Note that these Sandwich algorithms use derivative information in each evaluation point. Yang and Goh (1997) proposed a Sandwich algorithm that only uses function evaluations. However, in each iteration their algorithm requires the solution of an optimization problem involving the function itself.
In this section, we prove that our upper and lower bounds which do not use derivative information, for equidistant input data points, are of order O(1/n 2 ), for the Maximum error (∞-norm), for the Uncertainty area (1-norm), and for the Hausdorff distance. These results also require bounded right and left derivatives at the left and right endpoint, respectively. Notice that especially in the case of approximating a Pareto frontier, this assumption may be violated; see e.g. Example 5.2. When this assumption does not hold, we prove an O(1/n) convergence for our upper and lower bounds for equidistant input data points in the case of Hausdorff distance and the Uncertainty area (1-norm). Note that such a convergence result certainly does not hold for the Maximum error (∞-norm). From these results it will follow in this section that (Sandwich) Algorithm 2, using the Interval bisection partitioning rule, converges at least at the same rate, as in the equidistant case, for all error measures.
Approximation theory
In approximation theory, error bounds are usually given for the ∞-norm, and involves some global property of the function. For convex approximation, to the best of our knowledge, the best error bound (in the ∞-norm) known is O(1/ √ n) for Lipschitz f for n function evaluations, obtained by Bernstein approximation. This improves to O(1/n) if f ′ is Lipschitz.
If the approximation is allowed to be nonconvex, then an O((log n)/n) error bound is obtained for Lipschitz f by Lagrange interpolation at the Chebyschev nodes, and O(1/n 2 ) if f ′ is continuous. Note that our convergence results improve Bernstein's convergence results for convex approximation on one hand, but that on the other hand our Sandwich method does not yield one function as an approximation.
Convergence rates
In Theorems 3, 4, and 5, we give convergence results for equidistant input data points for three different error measures. For simplicity, we write y i = y(x i )
Theorem 3. Suppose that y : [x 1 , x n ] → R is convex, and is known in the equidistant input data x 1 , . . . , x n . Furthermore, suppose that the right derivative y ′ + in x 1 exists, the left derivative y ′ − in x n exists, and that y ′ − (x n ) − y ′ + (x 1 ) < ∞. Then we have for the Maximum error, δ ∞ [x 1 ,x n ] , between the upper and lower bounds u(x) and l(x) of Theorem 1 that
Furthermore, suppose that y ′′ exists on [x 1 , x n ] and that y ′′ ∞ < ∞. Then, we have for the Maximum error, δ ∞ [x 1 ,x n ] , between the upper and lower bounds u(x) and l(x) of Theorem 1 that
]. For the intervals [x i , x i+1 ], with i = 1, . . . , n − 2, we subtract the 'right' lower bound (3) from the upper bound (1):
If we assume that the right derivative y ′ + in x 1 exists, the left derivative y ′ − in x n exists, and that y ′ − (x n ) − y ′ + (x 1 ) < ∞, using Taylor's remainder formula, we have that
where ξ 1 ∈ [x i+1 , x i+2 ] and
where ξ 2 ∈ [x i , x i+1 ]. Substituting (15) and (16) in (14) gives
For the interval [x n−1 , x n ], we can also obtain (17) by subtracting the 'left' lower bound (3) from the upper bound (1).
If we assume that y ′′ exists and that y ′′ ∞ < ∞, using Taylor's remainder formula, we have that
where ξ 2 ∈ [x i , x i+1 ]. Substituting (18) and (19) in (14) gives
Note that h = 1 n−1 , so
For the interval [x n−1 , x n ], we can also obtain (20) by subtracting the 'left' lower bound (3) from the upper bound (1).
Theorem 4. Suppose that y : [x 1 , x n ] → R is convex, and is known in the equidistant input data x 1 , . . . , x n . Then, we have for the total Uncertainty area δ 1 [x 1 ,x n ] , between the upper and lower bounds u(x) and l(x) of Theorem 1 that
Furthermore, suppose that the right derivative y ′ + in x 1 exists, the left derivative y ′ − in x n exists, and that y ′ − (x n ) − y ′ + (x 1 ) < ∞. Then, we have for the total area δ 1 [x 1 ,x n ] , between the upper and lower bounds u(x) and l(x) of Theorem 1 that
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3, let λ i (
]. For the intervals [x i , x i+1 ], with i = 1, . . . , n − 2, we subtract the 'right' lower bound
(3) from the upper bound (1). Then, we again obtain (14) . Integrating this gives:
where A i denotes the Uncertainty area on [x i , x i+1 ]. The inequality in (23) comes from the fact that we only used the 'right' lower bound. For the interval [x n−1 , x n ], we do the same but then with the 'left' lower bound. We then obtain:
Then the total Uncertainty area is given by:
which shows (21). Now we assume that the right derivative y ′ + in x 1 exists, the left derivative y ′ − in x n exists, and that y ′ − (x n ) − y ′ + (x 1 ) < ∞. Using the Taylor expansion we have that
where ξ 1 ∈ [x 1 , x 2 ] and
where ξ 2 ∈ [x n−1 , x n ]. Then, with (25) and (26), instead of (24), we obtain
which shows (22).
Theorem 5. Suppose that y : [x 1 , x n ] → R is convex, and is known in the equidistant input data x 1 , . . . , x n . Furthermore, suppose that the right derivative y ′ + in x 1 exists, the left derivative y ′ − in x n exists, and that y ′ − (x n ) − y ′ + (x 1 ) < ∞. Then, we have for the Hausdorff distance, δ H [x i ,x i+1 ] , between the upper and lower bounds u(x) and l(x) of Theorem 1 on the interval
Furthermore, suppose that y ′′ exists and that y ′′ ∞ < ∞. Then, we have for the Hausdorff distance, δ H [x i ,x i+1 ] , between the upper and lower bounds u(x) and l(x) of Theorem 1 on the
Proof. In Fruhwirth et al. (1989) it is stated that the Hausdorff distance is always less than or equal to the Maximum error. Therefore (27) and (28) follow immediately from Theorem 3. If we assume that the right derivative y ′ + in x 1 exists, the left derivative y ′ − in x n exists, and that y ′ − (x n ) − y ′ + (x 1 ) < ∞, then we can write
which shows (27). If we assume that y ′′ exists and that y ′′ ∞ < ∞, we can write
which shows (28).
In the following Corollary, we show that the results of Theorems 3, 4, and 5, imply that (Sandwich) Algorithm 2 with the Interval bisection rule converges at least at the same rate.
Corollary 1. The results of Theorems 3, 4, and 5 also hold if we apply Algorithm 2 in combination with the Interval bisection rule, instead of equidistant input data points.
Proof. Suppose that we want to obtain a certain level of uncertainty δ. Then, Theorems 3, 4, and 5 give us the number (say N ) of equidistant points that are required to achieve that uncertainty. Let N be the smallest number such that N = 2 k , with k ∈ N, and N ≥ N . The points that are generated by (Sandwich) Algorithm 2 after each iteration, are a subset of the N equidistant points. Also, the Sandwich algorithm needs at most N iterations (then, the desired uncertainty δ is reached for sure). Note that N ≤ 2N . Therefore (Sandwich) Algorithm 2 with the Interval bisection rule converges at least with the same rate as in the equidistant case, for all error measures.
Area reduction per iteration
Next, we consider Algorithm 2 using the Uncertainty area as error measure and the Interval bisection partitioning rule. We give a more precise result on the area reduction per iteration.
By adding a point in Algorithm 2, the triangle in which the data point is added is divided into two triangles. In the following lemma we show that the total area of the two 'new' triangles is at most half the area of the 'original' triangle. We denote the area of the 'original' triangle by A t and we denote the area of the 'new' triangles by A 1 and A 2 .
Theorem 6. Let y(x) be convex and decreasing. Suppose we use Algorithm 2 to approximate y(x), and that we use the Interval bisection partitioning rule and the Uncertainty area as error measure. Then we have that
Proof. First, we construct a parametrization for a general triangle, which captures all possible triangles that can occur in the algorithm. The chosen parametrization is shown in Figure 4 . In Since the y(x) is convex and decreasing, we have for the coordinates of point P that x P < x A and y P ≥ y A
x A x P . Similarly, for data point Q we have that x Q > 0 en 0 ≥ y Q ≥ y A x A x Q . From this it follows directly that B lies inside the triangle ∆OAA ′ , where A ′ is the projection of A onto the x-axis, i.e., x A ′ = x A , and y A ′ = 0.
We parameterize the x-coordinate of point B as x B = αx A , where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. The ycoordinate of point B is determined by the upper bound OA: y B = βy A , where 0 ≤ β ≤ α.
In Figure 4 , the point C denotes a new data point. Since we use the Interval bisection partitioning rule, the point C has a fixed x-coordinate: x C = 1 2 x A . Its y-coordinate lies between the upper bound OA and the lower bound, which is the line OB if 1 2 ≤ α ≤ 1 or AB if 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 2 . We parameterize C as
We can also write γ in (29) as
The points B and C are now fully parameterized by α, β, and η. It is easy to verify that the coordinates of point D are given by:
Similarly, it is easy to verify that the coordinates of point E are given by:
We denote the area of the 'new' triangles ∆ACD and ∆OCE by A 1 and A 2 respectively.
By using (13), we can find for the areas A t , A 1 and A 2 :
Using (30), (31), (32), and (33), it is easy to show that
and that
Note that A 1 At and A 2 At are independent of β and only depend on α and η. To prove the lemma we have to show that
At as a function of η and α is given in Figure 5 . By rewriting (34), for the case that 1 2 ≤ α ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ η ≤ 1, we obtain that we must show that
For the case that 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 2 and 0 ≤ η ≤ 1, we must show that
First, we consider the case that 1 2 ≤ α ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ η ≤ 1. By substituting α = (p 2 +1/2)/(1+p 2 ) and η = q 2 /(1 + q 2 ); see also Parrilo and Peretz (2004) , we obtain 1 4 q 4 + q 6 + 2q 2 p 2 + 4q 2 p 4 + 6q 4 p 2 + 8q 4 p 4 + 4q 6 p 2 + 4q 6 p 4 + 4p 2 + 4
(
Note that (35) holds for all 1 2 ≤ α ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ η ≤ 1 if and only if (37) holds for all p, q ∈ R. Note that indeed (37) holds for all p, q ∈ R.
Similarly, for the case that 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 2 and 0 ≤ η ≤ 1, substituting α = p 2 /(2(1 + p 2 )) and η = q 2 /(1 + q 2 ), we obtain 1 4
Again, (36) holds for all 0 ≤ α ≤ 1/2 and 0 ≤ η ≤ 1 if and only if (38) holds for all p, q ∈ R.
Note that indeed (38) holds for all p, q ∈ R.
Note that due to symmetry, Theorem 6 also holds if y(x) is increasing. Using Theorem 6, we can also show that Algorithm 2 converges at least linearly using the Uncertainty area as error measure and the Interval bisection partitioning rule. Suppose that we add the data points such that we halve the areas of all triangles, instead of choosing the interval with the largest area of uncertainty. In this way, the rate of convergence can only become smaller. Suppose that we need k halvings to make the total area smaller than the prescribed δ, then:
where A k t is the area of uncertainty after k halvings, and A 0 t the initial area of uncertainty. Note that k halvings require N = k i=1 2 i−1 = 2 k − 1 function value evaluations. Substituting this into (39), we obtain:
iterations are needed to obtain a total Uncertainty area smaller than δ.
Numerical examples
In this section we treat some numerical examples to illustrate the methodology proposed in this paper.
Example 5.1 (Artificial data) In this example we apply four different iterative methods that we discussed in Section 3.2, and we compare them with the case that we choose the input variables equidistantly. In the first method, we use the Interval bisection rule in combination with the Maximum error measure. In the second method, we use the Interval bisection rule in combination with the Hausdorff distance error measure. In the third method, we select the new point such that the average Uncertainty area after addition is minimized, i.e., the value of x that solves optimization problem (11), and in the fourth method we select the new point such that the worst-case Uncertainty area is maximized, i.e., the value of x that solves optimization problem (12).
We consider the approximation of the function y(x) = 1 x on the interval [0.2, 5]. As initial dataset we take two data points: (0.2, 5) and (5, 0.2). In Figure 6 the upper and lower bounds after several iterations for the worst-case area method, are given. We measure the Maximum error, the Uncertainty area, and the Hausdorff distance after each iteration. The results are shown in Table 1 . As expected, all four new methods give better results than when we use the equidistant approach. Furthermore, as expected, if we use the Maximum error or the Hausdorff distance as measure to select a new point, the Maximum error or the Hausdorff distance respectively, in general decreases quicker than if we use the other criteria. Also, if we use the Average area rule or the Worst-case area rule, the total area decreases quicker than if we use the Maximum error measure.
Next, we again approximate the function y(x) = 1
x , but now only on the interval [1, 2] with the points (1, 1) and (2, 0.5) as initial dataset. The results are given in Table 2 . We can see from this table that in this case, if we look to the area, choosing the inputs equidistantly does not perform significantly worse than the four more sophisticated methods. This could be explained by the shape of the two different functions that are to be approximated. On the interval [0.2, 5], the function has much more curvature than on the interval [1, 2] . However, if we look at the Maximum error and the Hausdorff distance, our four new methods perform better than the equidistant approach.
Example 5.2 (Strategic investment model) In this example we consider a Strategic investment model. There exist many sorts of investment categories, such as deposits, saving accounts, bonds, stocks, real estate, commodities, foreign currencies, and derivatives. Each category has its own expected return, and its own risk characteristic. The Strategic investment model models how top management could spread an overall budget over several investment categories. The objective is to minimize the portfolio risk (measured by the variance of the return), such that a certain minimal desired expected return is achieved. The model was introduced by Markowitz (1952) , and is given by:
where V is a positive semi-definite covariance matrix consisting of elements V ij of covariances between investment categories i and j, r is the vector consisting of elements r i of expected return of investment category i, M is the desired expected portfolio return, e p is the p-dimensional allone vector, x is the vector with elements x i of fractions of the budget invested in each category, and p is the number of investment categories.
In Table 3 , some data is given, which we took from Bisschop (2000) . It contains three investment categories: stocks, bonds, and real estate. The stochastic variable R i denotes the return of investment category i.
The optimum in (40), can be seen as a function y(M ). It can be shown that y is convex and increasing. We carried out the same experiment as in Example 5.1. We applied the same four different iterative strategies and calculated the Maximum error, the Uncertainty area, and the Hausdorff distance after each iteration. We compared the results with the case that we choose the input data points equidistantly. The results are given in Table 4 . As we could expect, we can see from Table 4 , all of the four iterative strategies perform better than when we choose the input data points equidistantly. In Figure 7 , the upper and lower bounds are shown after iteration 9 of the Sandwich algorithm using the Hausdorff distance as error measure.
Conclusions and further research
In this paper we proposed piecewise linear upper and lower bounds for approximation of univariate convex functions. For the approximation of univariate convex functions we can construct ME Table 4 : Maximum error (ME), Uncertainty area (UA), and Hausdorff distance (H) after each iteration in Example 5.2 using the Maximum error, Uncertainty area, minimal average area (MAA), minimal maximal area (MMA), and equidistant iterative strategies. linear upper and lower bounds, based on function value evaluations only. These bounds can be given explicitly. The difference between the upper and lower bounds can be seen as a measure of accuracy. We may use so-called Sandwich algorithms to select new input values to be evaluated, to obtain good approximations. We introduced a new variant of the Sandwich algorithm, and also, we introduced two new iterative strategies, which minimize the area of uncertainty of the approximation. It can be shown that our new Sandwich algorithms that do not use derivative information are of order O(1/n 2 ) for the 1-norm, the ∞-norm, and the Hausdorff distance.
These results require assumptions on the derivatives of y(x). If these assumptions do not hold, it can be shown that under other conditions we have O(1/n) convergence for these Sandwich algorithms. We applied these new algorithms to an artificial example and a practical example.
It turned out that our algorithms perform better than when we choose the input data points equidistantly. This is especially the case if the function to be approximated has much curvature.
For further research we are interested in generalizing this methodology to more dimensions, i.e., approximating functions of two or more variables. This is partly done in Siem et al. (2006) .
